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Scats,tracks and pest management 

Mid Lachlan Landcare 

 

The issue 

Our local landholders have become increasingly aware of the damage caused by many pest

animal species throughout the Mid Lachlan area. Pest animal numbers are on the increase in

many  areas,  causing  damage  to  infrastructure,  landscape,  spreading  disease  and  killing

livestock costing millions of dollars annually to the Agricultural industry. Several species of

pest animal are now being sited and trapped in areas they have not been for many years or

never been seen before. These include rabbits, cats, goats, foxes, pigs, several species of

deer and now wild dogs. Some of these species are very difficult to detect and even more

difficult to catch, trap or shoot. They may also have been active in an area long before people

have become aware. 

The solution 

Mark and Bec from Pest Lures and Training Services, Gus Arnott from Waratah
fencing and Damian Cullenward from Rural Services/ feral Goat Control addressed a
very interested group of 20 locals and covered many aspects feral animal
management. Topics covered included detection of various species of feral pests.
How to best identify tracks, markings and scats. Indicators for size, type and breed
of pests. How to monitor behavior using tracks and camera traps and how to best
manage the effects and damage. This covered all areas of control including baiting,
trapping and shooting. The event also covered important monitoring to identify and
prevent the return of feral pest species. 
Gus Arnott presented different fencing methods, systems and uses of exclusion
fencing on rural properties. The type, breed and size of the pests will determine the
best fence to use or even which combination of fencing to use to best suit the
different applications particularly if more than one pest species is present. 
Damian Cullenward's business specializes in detection, rounding up and removal of
Feral Goats from properties using low stress techniques and very competent working
dogs. Damian has many years experience in the rural sector and his work covers a
large area of Eastern Australia. 

The impact 

This very hands-on workshop has given attendees a very practical approach to pest
identification, how to observe feral pest species and varied methods of monitoring
and control. At the conclusion of the day participants were able to identify various
pests using visual tracking identification of prints, different marking characteristics
and scat identification. Also an important outcome was landholder awareness and
definite interest in operating as  groups to better control invasive pest animals. 

https://landcare.nsw.gov.au/groups/mid-lachlan-landcare-incorporated/scats-tracks-and-pest-management 

Mid Lachlan Landcare facilitated a practical
hands on workshop to assist landholders in
detecting, identifying and better managing
a whole host of pest species animals. 

 

 

Key facts 

• 20 active participants. 

• Hands-on learning experience. 

• The importance of monitoring and

camera traps. 

• Apply a variety of control methods for

better effect. 

• Use of exclusion fencing. 
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